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Let X be a metric space with metric p, let f(X)QX be a continu
ous mapping, and let h(X) ^X be a homeomorphism. For x&X, the 
s e t 23^-°o/w(^) is called the semi-orbit of # under ƒ and the set 
n£XZhn{x) is called the orbit of # under h. For # £ X , the closure of 
the semi-orbit of x under ƒ is called the semi-orbit-closure of x under ƒ 
and the closure of the orbit of x under h is called the orbit-closure of x 
under h. 

A nonvacuous subset Y of X is said to be semi-minimal (minimal) 
under f(h) provided that the semi-orbit-closure (orbit-closure) of each 
point of Y is F. Clearly, any two semi-minimal (minimal) sets are 
either coincident or disjoint. It is easily proved that a subset Y of X 
is semi-minimal (minimal) under ƒ (h) if and only if Fis nonvacuous, 
closed, ƒ( F) C Y(h(Y) = F), and furthermore F contains no proper 
subset with these properties. We follow Birkhoff [2, p. 198]1 in the 
terminology of "minimal set." 

A decomposition of X is defined to be a collection of nonvacuous 
closed pairwise disjoint subsets of X which fill up X. We say that the 
mapping ƒ gives a semi-orbit-closure (a semi-minimal set) decomposi
tion provided that the collection of semi-orbit-closures (semi-mini
mal sets) is a decomposition of X. Also, it is said that the homeomor
phism h gives an orbit-closure (a minimal-set) decomposition provided 
that the collection of orbit-closures (minimal sets) is a decomposition 
of X. 

A point x of X is said to be almost periodic under ƒ provided that to 
each € > 0 there corresponds a positive integer N with the property 
that in every set of N consecutive positive integers appears an integer 
n such that p(x,fn(x)) < e. The mapping ƒ is said to be pointwise almost 
periodic provided that each point of X is almost periodic under ƒ. 
It is to be noted that various writers use the above terms in different 
senses and employ other terminologies for these notions. 

LEMMA 1. The mapping ƒ (homeomorphism h) gives a semi-orbit-
closure (an orbit-closure) decomposition if and only iff(h) gives a semi-
minimal-set (a minimal-set) decomposition) and in either event, the two 
decompositions coincide. 
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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The proof is easy and will be omitted. 

LEMMA 2. In order that the homeomorphism h give an orbit-closure 
decomposition it is sufficient that h give a semi-orbit-closure decomposi
tion ; and in case X is compact, this condition is also necessary. In either 
event, the two decompositions coincide. 

PROOF. The proof of the sufficiency is easy and will be omitted. 
We establish the necessity. Let C be an orbit-closure. By Lemma 1, 
it is enough to show that C is a semi-minimal set. Let F be a nonvacu-
ous closed subset of C such that h(Y)QY. The proof will be completed 
if we show Y—C. Define Z = U £ ^ W ( F ) . Now Z is a nonvacuous 
closed subset of C such that h(Z) «Z . Since C is a minimal set by 
Lemma 1, Z = Cand, hence, Y~C. 

LEMMA 3. If xÇzX is almost periodic under f K then the semi-orbit-
closure C of x is semi-minimal. 

PROOF. Suppose C is not semi-minimal. Then there exists a point 
y of C such that the semi-orbit-closure Y of y is not C. Now YQ C. 
Also xQ, F, since otherwise CC. Y and thus Y~C. Let 2e be the dis
tance from x to Y. There exists a positive integer N such that in 
every set of N consecutive positive integers appears an integer n so 
that p{x, fn(x))<e. Choose ô>0 so small that zÇ£X with p(y, z)<0 
implies p(f*(y)9 f *&))<* (i=*l9 2, • • • , N). Now there exists anon-
negative integer p such that p(y,fp(x))<d. Also it is possible to find 
an integer q, 1 £q£N, so that p(x, fp+q(x)) <e. Hence, p(x,fq(y)) <2e 
which is impossible. 

LEMMA 4. If X is locally compact and if the subset Y of X is semi-
minimal under f, then each point of Y is almost periodic. 

PROOF. Assume some point x of F is not almost periodic. There 
exists a neighborhood V of x such that U is compact and such that 
for each positive integer n there exists a point xn of U-Y with the 
property that fm(xn)$ U (tn~l, 2, • • • , n). Some subsequence of 
Xi, X2, - • • converges to some point, say y9 of V- Y. There exists a 
positive integer M such that fM(y) G U and, hence, there also exists a 
neighborhood V of y such that fM(V)CU. Choose an integer JV so 
that N>M and XN E V. Then, fM(xn) G U which is a contradiction. 

THEOREM 1. In order that the mapping ƒ give a semi-orbit-closure 
decomposition, it is sufficient that f be pointwise almost periodic, and in 
case X is locally compact, this condition is also necessary. 

The proof follows easily from Lemmas 1, 3 and 4. 
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THEOREM 2. In order that the homeomorphism h give an orbit-closure 
decomposition it is sufficient that h be pointwise almost periodic; and in 
case X is compact, this condition is also necessary. 

The proof proceeds easily from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. 
The preceding results are related to certain results of Birkhoff [2, 

p. 199] and Hall and Kelley [4]. Gottschalk [3] contains a direct 
proof of Theorem 2. 

We pause in our main development to comment on the rôle of local 
compactness in the second part of Theorem 1. In this case the semi-
orbit-closures are actually compact, as the following indicates. 

THEOREM A. If x&X is almost periodic under f and if there exists a 
neighborhood U of x whose closure is compact, then the semi-orbit-
closure of x is itself compact. 

Proof. There exists an integer N and a sequence {nt| i = 0, 1, • * • } 
of integers such that 0 = no<«i< • • • , ni+i—ni<>N and fni(x)£.U 
for all i. Define K =]LrU/ r(^)» Now K is compact. We show the 
semi-orbit of x is contained in K, which completes the proof. Let n 
be any non-negative integer. There exists a non-negative integer i such 
that ni£n£m+i. Hence, ƒ"(* ) =f»~nifn<(x)G/n~w*'(U)CK. 

THEOREM B. If YQX is semi-minimal under ƒ and if Y intersects 
a neighborhood U whose closure is compact (in particular, if X is locally 
compact), then Y is itself compact. 

Proof. Let yÇzY-U. By the argument used in the proof of Lemma 
4, it can be shown that y is almost periodic. The conclusion now 
follows from Theorem A. (Theorem B is not valid for a minimal set 
as the example of a discrete infinite orbit shows.) 

Besicovitch [l] has constructed an interesting example of a 
homeomorphism of the plane onto itself which possesses some semi-
orbits dense in the plane and which leaves the origin fixed. He seems 
to remark at the end of his paper (p. 65) that every semi-orbit, ex
cluding the origin, is also dense in the plane. Theorem B would indi
cate that either this remark or our interpretation of it is in error. 
For, take X~ Y to be the plane with the origin deleted. If every 
semi-orbit is dense in the punctured plane, then the punctured plane 
would be compact. Question: In Besicovitch*s example [ l ] , is the orbit 
of every point of the plane, excepting the origin, dense in the plane? 
We now continue with the main sequence of theorems. 

Let {Xn\ n = 1, 2, • • • } be a sequence of subsets of X. The set of 
all points x of X such that each neighborhood of x intersects Xn for 
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almost all (infinitely many) positive integers n is denoted by 
lim inf {Xn} (lim sup {Xn}). In case lim inf {Xn} «lim sup lXn\f 

we denote this set by lim {Xn}. Of course, for any sequence \Xn), 
lim inf {Xn}CHnisup {Xn\. 

Let D be a decomposition of X. For x&X, let D(x) denote the ele
ment of D containing x. The decomposition D is said to be continuous 
provided that x0, xnÇzX (w = l, 2, • • • ) with xn-*Xo implies D(XQ) 
Clim inf {D(xn)} CHm sup {D(xn)} CD(x0). 

Following G. A. Hedlund, we say the mapping/is uniformly point-
wise almost periodic provided that to each e > 0 there corresponds a 
positive integer N such that if x&X, then in every set of N consecu
tive positive integers appears an integer n so that p(x, ƒ*(#))<€. 
Clearly, if/is uniformly pointwise almost periodic, then ƒ is pointwise 
almost periodic. 

LEMMA 5. For x SX, let C(x) denote the semi-orbit-closure ofx under j \ 
Ifxo, xnÇ~X (n =* 1, 2, • • • ) with Xn—txo, then C(xo)CHm inf {C(xn)}. 

PROOF. Let #£C(#o) and let U be any neighborhood of x. For some 
non-negative integer k, ƒ*(*<>) €: U. By the continuity of/*, fk(xn) £ V 
for almost all positive integers n, that is, [/intersects C(xn) for almost 
all positive integers n. The conclusion follows. 

THEOREM 3. In order that the mapping f give a continuous semi-orbit-
closure decomposition it is sufficient that f be uniformly pointwise almost 
periodic; and in case X is compact, this condition is also necessary. 

PROOF. We establish the sufficiency. Let D denote the collection 
of semi-orbit-closures. By Theorem 1, D is a decomposition of X. 
By Lemma 5, it is enough to prove that lim sup {C(xn)} CC(#o) for Xo, 
xnÇ=.X (n = 1, 2, • • • ) with xn—>XQ, where C(x) denotes the semi-orbit-
closure of the point x. Assume this is false. Then there exist points 
xo, xn(EX (w = l, 2, • • • ) such that xn~-»#o and lim sup {C(#w)} 
(£C(#o). Thus there exist a point x of X, a monotone increasing se
quence #i, W2, • • • of positive integers, and a sequence mi, m^ • • • of 
non-negative integers such that fmi(xn%)-*x and x^,C(xa). Hence, 
C(x) • C(XQ) = À and x0^C(x). Let 2e denote the distance from XQ to 
C(x). Since ƒ is uniformly pointwise almost periodic, there exists a 
positive integer k such that for each positive integer i it is possible 
to find an integer ki with the properties that l^ki^k and 
p(xn„ fmi+hi(xni))<e* There exists an integer ko such that fa —ko 
for infinitely many positive integers i. Since also xni—»#o and fmi+k°(xni) 
—>/*°(#)> we have p(#o> fk°(x)) =*€<2€. Hence, the distance from xo 
to C(x) is less than 2e. This is a contradiction. 
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We establish the necessity. Suppose ƒ is not uniformly pointwise 
almost periodic. Then there exists a positive number € such that for 
each positive integer n it is possible to find a positive integer mn and 
a point xn of X such that N<(xn) •]C?-o/w*+'(*n) «A, where Ni(y) de
notes the S-neighborhood of the point y. We may suppose that Xn~~~^Xo 
and fmn(xn)—>x for some points Xo, x of X. For all sufficiently large 
positive integers n, Ne/2(xo) '^2imofmn+i(xn) = A. It follows that 
Nf/2(x0) • C(x) = A and x0Ç£C(x)f where C(y) denotes the semi-
orbit-closure of the point y. Now lim {C(xn)} « C(XQ) and C(x) 
«lim {C(/W»(^n))} =Hm {C(*»)}. Hence, C(x0) « C(#) and tfoGCC*). 
This is a contradiction. 

THEOREM 4. Jw order that the homeomorphism h give a continuous 
orbit-closure decomposition it is sufficient that h be uniformly pointwise 
almost periodic; and in case X is compact, this condition is also neces
sary. 

The proof follows readily from Theorem 3 and Lemma 2. 
It is worthy of note that if X is compact, then there exists a subset 

F of X such that f(Y)~Y is uniformly pointwise almost periodic. 
The proof is short. The property P of being a nonvacuous closed sub
set Z of X such that f(Z)QZ is easily shown to be inducible. By the 
Brouwer reduction theorem, there exists a subset F which has prop
erty P irreducibly. Then F is semi-minimal and ƒ( F) «= F, since ƒ( F) 
has property P. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 3. 
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